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Abstract: We present measurements of light and charge signals in a dual-phase time projection chamber
at electric fields varying from 10 V/cm up to 500 V/cm and at zero field using 511 keV gamma rays from a
22Na source. We determine the drift velocity, electron lifetime, diffusion constant, and light and charge yields
at 511 keV as a function of the electric field. In addition, we fit the scintillation pulse shape to an effective
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1 Introduction
The search for weakly interacting massive particles by direct detection has seen sensitivity improvements of
orders of magnitude in recent years, chiefly due to the employment of dual-phase liquid xenon time projection
chambers (TPCs). In this type of detector, two signals following an energy deposition in the liquid xenon are
registered, the first due to the scintillation light, called S1, and the second due to the ionized electrons, called
S2. For the S2, the electrons liberated in the liquid xenon drift up towards a gas layer under the influence
of an electric field, where a stronger electric field extracts them from the liquid and produces proportional
scintillation. The light from both signals is detected using photomultiplier tubes (PMTs).
The magnitude of the applied drift field influences the performance of TPCs, as the dynamical behavior
of the free electrons is changed. Firstly, for lower fields, the electrons are more likely to recombine with
xenon ions, forming excitons that decay and contribute to the scintillation signal instead of the ionization
signal. In effect, this changes the ratio of S2/S1 as well as the scintillation pulse shape due to the time delay
in exciton formation. Secondly, the drift field determines the electron drift velocity, which rises steeply at
fields up to ∼100 V/cm and saturates for higher fields. Thirdly, longitudinal electron diffusion depends on
the applied field, so that S2 signals become wider at lower fields for the combination of two reasons: a
lower drift velocity (and thus more time for electron diffusion for a given drift length) and a higher diffusion
constant. Finally, the electron lifetime, the average time before an electron is absorbed in the liquid xenon,
is assumed to depend on the electric field [1, 2], although direct measurements of this are scarce [3–5].
As the size of liquid xenon TPCs has increased, it has become apparent that the applied drift fields have
become progressively lower. Longer drift lengths require higher cathode voltages, providing an engineering
challenge. For example, the XENON10, XENON100, LUX andXENON1TTPCs have operated at maximum
average fields of 730 V/cm [6, 7], 530 V/cm [8], 181 V/cm [9] and 117 V/cm [10], respectively. Planned
future TPCs, such as XENONnT [11], LZ [12] and DARWIN [13] will feature even longer drift lengths,
requiring vastly improved high voltage engineering or operating at fields lower than 100 V/cm. Some of the
aforementioned low drift field effects, such as the light and charge yields, are well-measured and described
by the simulation toolkit NEST [14, 15], while other effects have not been systematically measured yet.
This work describes measurements with XAMS [16], a dual-phase liquid xenon TPC, operating at fields
between approximately 10 V/cm and up to 500 V/cm, as well asmeasurements at zero field. We use data from
511 keV gamma-ray recoils from a 22Na positron annihilation source. The drift velocity, electron lifetime,
diffusion constant, and light and charge yields are determined for all measured fields and are compared to
NEST where possible. In addition, we fit the scintillation pulse shape using a model with two exponential
decay components [17], where we allow the effective triplet lifetime component to vary.
2 Measurements
2.1 Data acquisition and processing
The active volume of the XAMS TPC has a cylindrical geometry, with the distance of the gate to cathode
mesh of (100 ± 2)mm and a diameter of 44 mm (at −90 ◦C). S1 and S2 photons are detected with two 2-inch
R6041-406 Hamamatsu PMTs [18] that view the active volume from above and below. The high voltage
required for the PMT bias, anode and cathode are provided by a CAEN DT1471ET power supply. During all
measurements, the PMT voltages were 750 V and 700 V for the bottom and top PMT, respectively, resulting
in a gain of 2.69 × 105 and 2.90 × 105 for the bottom and top PMT, respectively. This relatively low value
was set to avoid signal saturation. The extraction field was supplied by biasing the anode with 3.5 kV for all
measurements, except for the zero field measurement.
The gamma-ray source is a (172 ± 5) kBq 22Na source, that decays by positron emission and subsequent
1274 keV gamma ray with a branching ratio of 90.4 %. The positron rapidly annihilates and produces two
back-to-back 511 keV gamma rays. We use an external NaI(Tl) detector to trigger on one of the three gamma
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rays, with one of the other gamma rays interacting in the TPC. If a three-fold coincidence of both PMTs in
the TPC and the NaI(Tl)-detector is found within 120 ns, full waveform signals are recorded for all channels.
We changed the waveform duration from 164 µs (at high fields) up to 328 µs to account for the reduced
drift velocity at low fields. For all except the lowest field measured, the event window was long enough
to capture the entire drift length, with the S1 in the middle of the waveform. The source was mounted in
a lead collimator setup (similar as described in [16]) aimed at the bottom part of the TPC. The z-position
distribution of the interactions follows a Gaussian distribution at (−58.6 ± 16.6)mm (µ±σ) (see section 3.1).
For the measurements described here, we varied the electric field strength by applying different voltages on
the cathode. A total of 10 voltage settings were used with voltages ranging from 100 V to 5000 V, giving
fields up to 500 V/cm. In addition, we measured at zero applied voltage, where only the scintillation signal
is produced.
2.2 Event selection
Valid events are selected using three cuts. Only events with precisely one S1 and S2 are selected, removing
a large fraction of events containing pileup signals and multiple scatter events. Events with high S2 widths
are cut, as they are indicative of merged S2 signals coming from unresolved multiple scatters. All events are
further required to contain an S1-signal coincident with a signal in the NaI(Tl) detector. The final fraction of
events passing all cuts is (57 ± 2)% for all measurements except for the lowest field, where the event window
was not long enough to capture events from the bottom of the TPC resulting in only 40 % of the events passing
cuts. For some of the analyses described below, only the events with a z-coordinate within the collimated
beam ((−58.6 ± 16.6)mm) are selected. This cut accepts (64 ± 1)% of all events passing previous cuts. For
the lowest field measurement, the selection is limited to z ≥ −60 mm, giving an acceptance of 49 %.
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Figure 1: (a): The distribution of the S1 and S2 signals after all cuts and corrections for light detection
efficiency (for S1) and electron lifetime (for S2) for the described 22Na source. The red cross shows the
photopeak position as determined from Gaussian fits (see section 3.4). The population at lower values of cS1
and cS2b is due to Compton scatter events, which give a smaller energy deposition. No events are observed
at very low values of S1 due to the trigger threshold. (b): The energy spectrum, reconstructed using a linear
combination of S1 and S2, for all data. The inset shows a detailed view of the photopeak at 511 keV.
An example of the energy distribution in corrected S1 (cS1) and the corrected S2 using only the bottom
PMT (cS2b) is shown in figure 1a for a cathode voltage of 5000 V. This distribution is plotted after applying
all the aforementioned cuts and after correcting for the z-dependent light detection efficiency for S1 and for
the electron lifetime in S2 (see section 3.2). The 511 keV photopeak is found at the position of the red cross,
showing a downwards sloping ellipse due to the anti-correlation of S1 and S2. An additional distribution due
– 3 –
to Compton scatter events extends down to lower energies. At low S1 values, no more events are found due
to the trigger cutoff for low amplitude S1s. For lower applied cathode voltages, the S1 increases in favor of
the S2 signal, yielding a similar plot as figure 1a but shifted down in S2 and up in S1.
Since the S1 and S2 signals are anti-correlated, a superior energy resolution can be achieved with a linear
combination of the two signals. This is called the combined energy scale (see section 3.4). In figure 1b, the
combined energy spectrum is shown for all data. All measurements except for the one taken at 100 V show a
very similar energy spectrum (the discrepancy of the 100 V datapoint is discussed in section 3.4) with a clear
photopeak at 511 keV. The energy resolution achieved at this energy is (2.8 ± 0.5)%, where the uncertainty
indicates the standard deviation across different measurements.
2.3 Electric field simulation
The drift field in the TPC is calculated using the Comsol Multiphysics package [19]. The model, described in
detail in [20], uses the cylindrical symmetry of the TPC and includes the geometry and electrical properties
of the Teflon structure, the meshes and the vessel holding the TPC. Figure 2 shows the resulting electric
field as a function of the z-coordinate for all used voltages. This gives the field averaged over r2 (volume
average), as the dependence on r is relatively minor. There are two regions of high field distortion: at the top,
caused by the high anode voltage ‘leaking’ through the grounded gate mesh at the top of the TPC (z = 0),
and at the bottom, caused by the high cathode voltage. The region where the collimated beam is located,
indicated by the dashed lines, is a region of relatively low field distortion. We calculate the average field and
its uncertainty by taking the volume-averaged field and its standard deviation in the relevant regions. Very
close to the meshes, the field model breaks down due to the assumed cylindrical symmetry which is incorrect
for the square mesh structure. We therefore restrict the average field computation to between −5 mm and
−95 mm.
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Figure 2: Electric field as a function of the z-coordinate for various applied cathode voltages, calculated
using Comsol Multiphysics [19]. The gate mesh is located at z = 0, and the cathode is at −100 mm. The
dotted lines indicate the region containing the collimated beam (µ ± 1σ).
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3 Results
3.1 Drift velocity and z-coordinate
The drift velocity as a function of field is determined from the maximum observed drift time, which
corresponds to the position of the cathode. We subtract (1.0 ± 0.5) µs from this time to account for the finite
drift time between the gate mesh and the liquid level, which we observe in the data by the changing S2/S1
ratio as a result of the high field between the gate mesh and anode mesh. The uncertainty of 0.5 µs on the
drift time and the estimated uncertainty of 2 mm of the distance from the cathode to gate are propagated to
the drift velocity uncertainty. We reconstruct the z-coordinate by assuming a constant drift velocity over the
full drift region. Although the calculated electric fields show non-uniformity in the drift region and therefore
a non-uniform drift velocity, for high enough fields the drift velocity saturates so that the drift velocity is
relatively constant over the full range. The relative inhomogeneity in drift velocity in the range from −5 mm
to −95 mm is 1.5 % for an applied voltage of 5000 V and increases to 7 % for 750 V, calculated assuming drift
velocities from NEST. Correcting for this effect would require a parameterization of vd(E) and an iterative
approach, and was deemed unnecessary for this analysis.
For voltages of 500 V and below, we observe a significant change in the z-positions reconstructed using
the drift time with respect to the higher field measurements. We attribute this to field inhomogeneity and
the large gradient of the drift velocity as function of field below 100 V/cm. For these measurements, we
reconstruct the z-coordinate by using the fraction of S1 light observed in the top PMT ft . We calibrate
ft as a function of z using the highest field measurement, where field distortion is minimal. For the three
lowest field measurements, we determine the drift velocity by taking the average drift times at two points
with ft -derived z-coordinates. We estimate that using these coordinates introduces an uncertainty of 2 mm
in the drift distance and take this as the uncertainty on the drift velocity. The resulting drift velocities are
indicated in figure 5(a) and show good agreement with NEST.
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Figure 3: The z-distribution for all measurements, reconstructed using the drift time for measurements above
500 V and using the S1 light distribution for 500 V and below. The distributions show the same trend around
the position of the collimated beam, except for the measurement at the lowest field due to an insufficiently
long event window setting. The black arrow indicates the selection range used in most of the analyses. For
the lowest field, the region indicated by the gray arrow is used instead.
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The final position distribution for all measurements is shown in figure 3. The distributions show the
same beam profile due to the collimator setup, except for the measurement at 100 V that lacks events for low
values of z since the event window was too short to capture these events. The dashed black lines indicate
the boundaries of the position cut used in several of the following analyses. For the 100 V measurement, the
dotted gray line is used as a lower bound. The spiked feature at 0 and −100 mm for measurements at 500 V
and below are due to interpolation artifacts in the ft -derived z-coordinate.
The S1-signal is corrected for z-dependent light detection efficiency (LDE). We use a previously de-
termined LDE map (as described in [17]) for this correction, where the corrected S1 is normalized to the
volume-averaged S1. We confirm that this LDE map is consistent with current conditions using a mea-
surement where the 22Na source was uncollimated, so that the events are spread out over the full detector
volume.
3.2 Electron lifetime
The attachment of free electrons to impurities in the liquid xenon causes a decrease of electronswith increasing
drift time, which follows an exponential distribution characterized by the electron lifetime τ according to
ne(td) = ne,0 exp
(
− td
τ
)
. (3.1)
We fit this function for events with a z-coordinate within (58.6 ± 16.6)mm of the collimated beam position.
To determine the electron lifetime, we select events within the full absorption peak, corresponding to a
511 keV energy deposition, so that the mean initial number of electrons
〈
ne,0
〉
is constant. This is done
iteratively. Full absorption events are first selected using a Gaussian fit to the corrected S1 spectrum. After
S2 correction, the energy can be calculated using a combination of the S1 and S2 signals (see section 3.4).
The reconstructed energy is then used to refine the photopeak selection, after which the S2 correction is
recomputed. This process is repeated until the correction on the electron lifetime is small with respect to the
fit uncertainty.
The electron lifetime as determined from a direct exponential fit is biased due to field inhomogeneity
within the fit range. Figure 2 shows that high z-coordinates correspond to a relatively higher field than events
occurring deeper down in the TPC. This implies that for high z-coordinates, more electrons are extracted
from the interaction site, leading to a steeper observed fall of ne(td). We calculate the magnitude of this effect
by simulating the observed effective electron lifetime as a function of the true electron lifetime, assuming the
field dependence of the S2 size as described by NEST. We thus obtain a (higher) corrected electron lifetime
and use this lifetime for the S2 correction. In figure 5(b), the directly fitted and corrected electron lifetimes
are shown with blue circles and green squares, respectively. The indicated uncertainties correspond to the
statistical uncertainty from the exponential fit.
The electron lifetime depends on the attachment cross-section of impurities in the liquid xenon, which
depends on the electric field [2, 21]. This cross-section may either increase or decrease with applied field,
depending on the type of impurity. For example, the lifetime increases with field for O2 and H2O, but
decreases for N2O and CO2. In this case, we find a maximum electron lifetime at fields between 100 and
200 V/cm, decreasing at lower and higher fields. However, it is unknownwhat impurity dominates absorption
in our TPC, so that we are unable to extend this to a more general statement for other TPCs.
3.3 Diffusion
The width of an S2 increases for interactions occurring deeper in the TPC. The standard deviation of the S2
time profile σS2 can be described by
σS2 =
√
2Dtd(z)
v2
d
+ σ20 , (3.2)
withD the diffusion constant, td the drift time and vd the drift velocity. The zero-drift S2 standard deviationσ0
comes from the S2 width due to the time electrons emit light within the gas gap. For the measurements with
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Figure 4: The S2 width as a function of drift time for the measurement taken at a cathode voltage of 1000 V.
The increase in width is caused by diffusion and traces the square root fit that is shown by the red solid line.
This is fit to the median S2 width in drift time slices, as indicated by the red points.
applied voltages above 500 V, we fit this function to the observed distribution of S2 width as a function of
drift time. An example of this fit (for 1000 V cathode voltage) is shown in figure 4. The fit range, indicated
by the black dotted lines, corresponds to the z-range shown in figure 3. We divide the range into 10 slices
and compute the median width in each slice. This is indicated by the red points. The solid red curve shows a
fit of equation 3.2 to the medians. The dotted orange curve traces the fit plus a constant offset of 150 ns; all
events above this line are likely due to merged S2s from multiple scatter events and are cut in the analysis.
For the three lowest fields, the aforementioned drift field inhomogeneity causes a significant deviation
of this behavior due to the dependence of D on the field, and thus on z. To account for this, we instead use
dσ2S2
dtd
=
2D(z(E))
v2
d
. (3.3)
The left hand side is calculated by taking the difference between σ2S2 in drift time slices, divided by their
separation in drift time. This has the advantage that the diffusion constant can be probed if it changes with
on z, however, it is highly sensitive to uncertainties in σS2. This causes larger uncertainties of D for the
lowest field values. We determine the uncertainty on D calculated in this way from the standard deviation
of ∆σ2S2 for several neighboring drift time slices, while the uncertainty of D calculated with the direct fit of
equation 3.2 is the statistical uncertainty on the fit parameter. The diffusion constant as a function of field is
shown in figure 5(c). The drift velocity used to compute D is identical to the velocity shown in panel (a).
For the measurements where we use the direct fit (above 500 V), we estimate the impact of drift field
inhomogeneity on the fitted value of D by a simulation of the S2 width as a function of drift time. This
simulation uses the electric field as function of z (see figure 2), the field dependence of vd (from NEST)
and an interpolation of D as a function of field. We then fit the simulation with equation 3.2, neglecting the
effects of field inhomogeneity, and compare the result with the simulated value of D. For the measurements
above 500 V, the difference is less than 1 %; well below the uncertainty on D. We therefore conclude that
the correction would be minor and that the field inhomogeneity can be neglected for these measurements.
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Figure 5: Various measured field-dependent properties compared to NEST predictions where available
(orange lines) [14, 15]. The panels show (a) the electron drift velocity, (b) electron lifetime, (c) diffusion
constant, (d) light yield and (e) charge yield. Blue points indicate the directly measured or fitted values, green
points show values after corrections for field non-uniformity. The dashed lines correspond to the NEST light
yield decreased by 13 % and give a better fit to the measured light and charge yield. The uncertainties in the
field is evaluated as the standard deviation of the field within the z-selection. For the drift velocity (a), the
full z-range is used, giving a relatively large uncertainty.
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3.4 Light and charge yields
After S1 and S2 corrections, we determine the corrected S1 and S2 (cS1 and cS2b , using only the bottom
PMT for the S2) corresponding to the full absorption peak at 511 keV. The cS1 and cS2 are anti-correlated,
as a decrease in the extracted electrons contributes to the scintillation through the recombination process.
This is described by
E = W
(
cS1
g1
+
cS2b
g2
)
, (3.4)
where W =13.7 eV [22] and g1 and g2 are the photon and electron gain, respectively. The values of g1 and
g2 are detector-dependent and can be determined from the linearity of cS2b/E as a function of cS1/E . This
is shown in figure 6. The photopeak values of cS1 and cS2b (for example, as indicated by the red cross in
figure 1a) are determined from individual Gaussian fits to cS1 and cS2b of events in the photopeak (selected
with the same procedure as outlined in section 3.2). The cS1 uncertainty is taken as the statistical uncertainty
from the Gaussian fit, while the cS2b uncertainty is dominated by the electron lifetime uncertainty. The
measurement at 100 V shows a significant deviation from the linear behavior and is excluded from the fit. We
attribute this to an imperfect integration of the full S2 signal due to its extreme width and low area, resulting
in a low amplitude waveform that is only partially integrated by the peakfinding algorithm. The obtained
values from the fit are g1 = 0.102 ± 0.003 p.e./γ and g2 = 5.01 ± 0.13 p.e./e−, in agreement with values
found in [17].
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Figure 6: The S2 and S1 yield, changing from high field (top left) to low field (bottom right) measurements.
The best-fit values for g1 and g2 give the curve indicated by the orange line. The measurement at the lowest
field is excluded from the fit.
Given the values of g1 and g2, the S1 and S2 yields can be recalculated to absolute yields (in photons
and electrons per keV, respectively), through
Ly =
〈cS1〉
g1 · E ; Qy =
〈cS2b〉
g2 · E . (3.5)
The yields depend on the incident particle type, energy and applied field. The yield for various fields for
a gamma interaction at an energy of 511 keV is extracted from NEST and compared against our observations.
This is shown in figure 5(d) and 5(e). While the field dependence of light and charge yields is well captured
– 9 –
by the NEST description, our measurements favor a lower light yield and higher charge yield at 511 keV for
all fields. Note that the light and charge yield are anti-correlated as the total number of quanta E/W is fixed
(equation 3.4). A best-fit description is found for a 13 % decrease in light yield, as shown by the dashed
curves in the figures. Changing the values of g1 and g2 similarly shifts the light and charge yields, however,
since the uncertainty on these parameters is 3 %, this can only partly cause the observed discrepancy.
3.5 Scintillation pulse shape
In the absence of recombination luminescence, the scintillation pulse shape is described by a double expo-
nential distribution due to the existence of two exciton states: the singlet state with lifetime τs and the triplet
state with lifetime τt . Recombination luminescence has the net effect of broadening the pulse due to a delay
in the formation of exciton states, and possibly a preferred formation of the triplet state for the recombination
process. This is most notable for low ionization density recoils and low electric fields [23]. Rather than
constructing a detailed model of recombination, the scintillation pulse shape is usually described by an
effective model, using a single exponential distribution [24, 25] or absorbing the delay due to recombination
into an effective lifetime τefft [26, 27]. The normalized photon emission time distribution then becomes
I(t; τs, τefft , fs) = fs
(
1
τs
exp
−t
τs
)
+ (1 − fs)
(
1
τefft
exp
−t
τefft
)
, (3.6)
with fs the fraction of light observed from the singlet state.
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Figure 7: The average scintillation pulse shape for three of the cathode voltages. Measured values are
indicated by the points, while the solid line and the shaded area show themodel description and its uncertainty,
respectively.
We use the model from equation 3.6 and fit this to the average pulse shape observed for all measured
fields. Only S1s from events occurring within the full absorption peak at 511 keV and within the collimated
beam position are used for this analysis. The fitting procedure is the same as outlined in [17] and uses
simulated individual pulse shapes to account for the effect of pulse alignment on the average pulse shape,
as well as a high time resolution single photoelectron pulse shape model. In addition to the parameters in
equation 3.6, an addition parameter σdet comes from the detector time resolution, which is assumed to smear
all photon detection times by a Gaussian distribution. This gives a total of four parameters: τs , σdet τefft and
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fs . We fix the singlet lifetime and the detector time resolution to values found in [17] (τs = (2.0 ± 1.0) ns
and the detector time resolution σdet = (1.5 ± 0.5) ns). Both are varied within their uncertainty and the effect
on the best-fit values of τefft and fs is taken as a systematic uncertainty on these values.
Figure 7 shows the average normalized waveform for three of the measured voltages. All the waveforms
are aligned such that 10 % of the area is at t < 0. The points indicate the average of the measured S1 pulse
shapes. The histograms show the best-fit model and the shaded regions around it indicate the uncertainty on
the waveform that comes from the uncertainty on σdet and τs . The curves clearly show the effect of the field
on the scintillation pulse shape; much wider curves are found for low fields.
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Figure 8: Best-fit values of the effective triplet lifetime τefft (a) and the singlet fraction fs (b) as a function of
field, fit to equation 3.6. The values of the singlet lifetime and the detector time resolution are varied within
τs = (2.0 ± 1.0) ns and σdet = (1.5 ± 0.5) ns, respectively. The pulse shapes at low field are characterized by
a long decay time of up to 43.5 ns, and a very low singlet fraction consistent with 0.03 below 100 V/cm. At
higher fields, the singlet fraction increases and the effective triplet lifetime drops to 25 ns.
The best-fit values of τefft and fs as a function of field are shown in figure 8. At low field, the pulse is
characterized by a long effective triplet lifetime of approximately 43.5 ns and only a very small contribution
of the singlet fraction (0.03 ± 0.01 below 100 V/cm), in agreement with the ∼45 ns observed in [23] for
O(MeV) electron recoils at zero field. We note that the lifetime at zero field is slightly below the lifetime
at the lowest nonzero field. This difference may be due to multiple scatter events that are not cut in the
zero field data, as there are no S2s. In this case, the observed scintillation light comes from multiple energy
depositions, so that effectively a lower energy than 511 keV is probed. Since the effective triplet lifetime
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decreases with decreasing energy for electronic recoils, this may cause an artificially reduced effective triplet
lifetime. At high fields, the singlet fraction increases up to 0.13 ± 0.02, while the lifetime drops to 25 ns.
The data suggest that even at high field strengths, the effective triplet lifetime is still appreciably higher than
the actual triplet lifetime of (22 ± 1) ns measured using high ionization density tracks [28]. This could imply
that either the recombination process is still significant even at high field strengths, or that the low ionization
density associated with 511 keV gamma recoils causes a delay in the direct process of excimer formation.
4 Conclusions
We have measured the dependence on electric field of various quantities of interest to dual-phase liquid xenon
TPCs. For this, we used a setup with a collimated 22Na source, triggering on 511 keV gamma recoils. We
use an electric field simulation, and whenever necessary the field inhomogeneity is taken into account for the
analysis. We measured the drift velocity, electron lifetime, diffusion constant and light and charge yields for
fields ranging from 10 V/cm up to 500 V/cm. We find a minor field dependence of electron lifetime, with
a maximum value at 100 V/cm to 200 V/cm, although this may depend on the type of electron-attachment
impurity. The diffusion constant is shown to remain relatively constant for fields higher than 100 V/cm, but
rises steeply for lower fields. The light and charge yield dependence on field is well captured by NEST,
although a systematic light yield decrease of 13 % at 511 keV is suggested by our data.
We fit the average scintillation pulse shape to a model containing two exponential decays, where the
field-induced change of the recombination luminescence time dependence is fit by changing the effective
triplet lifetime and singlet fraction. The effective triplet lifetime reaches values up to 43.5 ns for low fields
and converges to 25 ns at high fields, while the singlet fraction increases from 0.03 ± 0.01 to 0.13 ± 0.02.
We note that the strong field dependence of the diffusion constant and the drift velocity for low fields
may provide a challenge for large dual-phase TPCs if a field below 100 V/cm is used. The combination of
a high diffusion constant and low drift velocity makes the S2s very wide, causing overlapping S2 signals for
multiple scatter events if the z-separation for the interaction positions is not sufficiently large. This could
cause a significant increase in multiple scatter backgrounds into the single scatter signal sample, thus limiting
the sensitivity to dark matter interactions.
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